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“When the Facts Change, I Change My Mind. What Do 

You Do, Sir? – John Maynard Keynes 

 

As the world was watching the 2022 Winter Olympics during 
February, Russia was not-so-quietly building up an invasion 
force directed at Ukraine.  At the conclusion of the Winter 
Games, Russian President Vladimir Putin ordered the invasion, 
which he has consistently referred to as a “special operation” 
and not a war.   Ukraine and the rest of the world view this 
attack as a true long-term threat – and anything but a “special 
operation”.  Although the conflict is concentrated in 
southeastern Europe, we view this event as a huge wake-up 
call  to not only the nearby eastern European countries in the 
former Soviet-bloc, but to all  countries around the world.  This 
event has clear and sustainable  implications for countries, 
alliances, and regional partners around the world for years to 
come. 
 

We believe a dominant driver of defense spending over the 
long-term is the perceived threat level.  With the Ukraine 
invasion fast becoming the largest military action in Europe 
since WW2, it has permanently raised the threat levels both 
locally and around the world.  Although it is difficult to predict 
with precision, we note that defense spending cycles have 
historically been elongated, spanning multi-year periods.  By 
using history as a guide, and putting the Ukraine invasion in 
the context of prior conflicts, we believe the direction of 
global defense spending in the coming years has a high 
likelihood of being sustainably higher than recent levels.  
While it is nearly impossible to predict the timing or terms of a 
resolution to the current conflict, we think the damage has 
already been done. A new era of re-prioritizing resources and 
efforts on defense and security has been irreversibly placed 
upon the world. 

 

Given the Ukraine situation, we thought it would be helpful to 
scope the medium-term possibilities for the global defense 
industry.  There are more unknowns than knowns at this 
point, but we wanted to share a few observations and try to 
quantify potential outcomes. 

A few points: 

1. The West’s response to Russia ’s aggression in 

Ukraine has fundamentally changed, especially in 

Europe. 

2. Historically, defense spending has been more driven 

by the perceived threat level – even if war calms 

down tomorrow, the damage is likely done and the 

threat environment unlikely to change. 

3. We used history as a guide to arrive at a range of 

possible spending changes for US defense spending 
going forward.  Here are the data. 

 

Source:  Barclays DuPont Capital Management 

 

 

 

 

A “Special Operation”?  Nyet:  Implications of 

Ukraine Invasion on the Global Defense Industry  
Kevin Fogarty, CFA, Portfolio Manager, Value Creators Team 

Brent Robinson, CFA Equity Analyst, Value Creators Team 

Era Years Type  Approx. Change in US 

Defense Spending, 

dollars 

Approx. 

Change 

in US 

Defense 

Spend-

ing, % 

Vietnam 1966-

1970 

Hot from ~$475b (on 

trend) to $575b in 5 

yrs 

+21% 

Reagan 1981-

1990 

Cold from ~$500b (below 

trend) to $625b in 9 

yrs 

+25% 

Afghan/

Iraq 

2003-

2011 

Hot from ~$525 (well be-

low trend) to $700b in 

9 yrs  

+33% 

Ukraine 2022-

202? 

Cold? From ~$740 (slightly 

above trend) to ?? 

+??%  
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Based on these data, a reasonable range of possibilities could 
be a 10-20% increase in broader US defense spending. This 
could then trickle down to individual defense companies ’ 
earnings power by a similar amount.   

 

Another very likely outcome of this conflict revolves around 
European NATO members ’ defense spending. In 2021, only 
eight European countries actually fulfilled the stated NATO 
target of 2% of GDP. As shown in the table below, if all 
members plus up their budgets to achieve the target, this 
would represent an approximate 24% increase in European 
NATO defense budgets. And, while it is difficult to quantify 
exactly how this would impact US defense companies ’ 
revenues, it would very likely provide a further tailwind. 
Additionally, there is now serious discussion of Sweden and 
Finland joining the NATO alliance. While both already have 
robust defense spending, this only provides a further 
opportunity for US defense companies to strengthen 
relationships in the region. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The investment narrative for defense-related businesses has 
certainly taken a dramatic twist since the start of the 
year.  Despite the recent appreciation in shares, we believe a 
compelling long-term opportunity exists within the segment.   
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About our firm: 

DuPont Capital Management is an SEC registered investment advisor based in Wilmington, Delaware. Since the firm ’s establishment 
in 1993, we’ve had a long history of developing global investment opportunities in both traditional and alternative strategies across 
equity, fixed income and alternative investments. Our investment team structure gives us the ability to be flexible and adapt  to 
changing market conditions. DuPont Capital’s focus is delivering consistent investment management results for our clients.  Our 
history of institutional asset management is rooted back to 1942 when our former parent company, DuPont, established a pension 
plan for its employees. Corteva Inc. succeeded DuPont as sponsor of the DuPont Pension Plan in 2019.  DuPont Capital is a who lly 
owned subsidiary of Corteva and continues to manage the legacy DuPont Pension Plan. 

DuPont Capital’s President and CEO, Valerie Sill believes in education and diversity of experience as represented in our investment 
teams which are comprised of PhDs, engineers, medical doctors, and scientists.  We believe their global expertise creates a portfolio 
implementation edge that benefits our clients. 

For additional information, please contact: 

Mr. William Smith 

Managing Director 

Business Development and Client Service 

(302) 477-6204 

Bill Smith@dupontcapital.com 

Important Disclosures: 

The information contained in this memorandum is intended for the sole use of understanding and evaluating the impact of market 
events and is not designed or intended to be used for any other purpose.   The document may contain forward-looking statements, 
which are based on current opinions, expectations and projections. DCM undertakes no obligation to update or revise any opinions 
or statements herein. Actual results could differ materially from those anticipated in forward-looking statements.   Information 
contained herein has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but DCM does not guarantee the accuracy, adequacy or 
completeness of such information.  An investment in securities includes risk of loss. There is no guarantee that any investment in the 
securities mentioned will be profitable.  Past performance is not indicative of future results. 

This document is not intended as an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of any security or financial instrument or  as a 
recommendation to invest in any of the securities or financial instruments discussed herein. Registration of an investment ad viser 
with the SEC does not imply any level of skill or training.  No part of this presentation may be reproduced in any form. 
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